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Review article1

Emerging flood risks and challenges in a Chinese delta: the case of the Pearl River2

Delta3

Abstract4

By the 2050s, more than 120 million  people are predicted to  sett le in  the Pearl  River  Delta5

(PRD), which covers urbanised coastal cit ies like Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Guangzhou. Cit ies6

in the PRD are important  to China in terms of their socio-economic contribut ions. From recent7

evidence, this st rongly urbanized area is vulnerable to, and current ly experiencing increased8

incidences of, coastal and urban flooding. Flood risk is increasing in low-lying coastal areas9

due to rapid urbanizat ion and increasing flood hazards exacerbated by climate change,10

including frequent  intensive rainstorms, sea-level rise, typhoons and surges. This  threatens11

large populat ions and their economic assets causing severe socio-economic and ecological12

impacts  in  the  PRD  cit ies.  Current  flood  risk  management  (FRM )  in  the  delta  is  st ill13

predominately focused on using t radit ional techno-fixes and infrast ructure paradigms and14

lacks suff icient  st rategic planning and flood protection to develop adequate flood resilience.15

Recent  urban floods, enhanced by storm surges and intensive rainstorms, affected mult iple16

PRD cit ies, and draws at tent ion to flood risk as a major challenge in the PRD’s coastal cit ies.17

This review encourages development  of long-term FRM  practices with provincial and18

municipal authorit ies working together more closely to develop bet ter-integrated regional19

FRM  strategies for the PRD.20

Keywords: Urbanizat ion, climate change, flood risk and hazards, sustainable f lood risk21

management22

23

1. Introduction24

25

Currently, more than half the Asian population lives in coastal areas, especially in vulnerable26

deltas and coastal cit ies. M ore than 325 million inhabitants have sett led in coastal low-lying27

flood prone areas in East  Asia alone (Chan et  al., 2018; Chan et  al., 2012; M cGranahan et  al.,28

2007). M any of these coastal areas are projected to become more vulnerable to f lood hazard29

due to future climate change (e.g. sea-level rise), with millions of people and their economic30

assets exposed to floods and storms (Ward et  al., 2011).  Yet, in the next few decades, in most31
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of these areas (deltas, estuaries, coastal zones and coastal cit ies), the populat ion will continue32

to increase due to growing employment and economic opportunit ies (Seto, 2011). Populat ion33

growth  in  the Pearl  River  Delta (PRD) region,  for  example,  is forecast  to  rise from  some 5034

million people to over 120 million by 2050 (Yeung, 2010). Increasing socioeconomic wellbeing35

will amplify both the vulnerability and adapt ive capacity of such areas to future floods, with36

increasing urban populat ions and greater financial capital invested in costal floodplain areas.37

The 4th and 5th Assessment Reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)38

predict  that  global sea level w ill rise at  least  between 0.18 and 0.59 metres by 2100 (Bindoff39

et  al.,  2007;  IPCC, 2013),  whilst  others suggest  the rise may be three-fold  higher  (up  to  1.940

metres) if the global temperature rises faster than expected, and glaciers melt  more quickly41

(Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009). Wilby and Keenan (2012) expect  the frequency, intensity and42

durat ion of extreme precipitat ion events to increase because of climate change.43

Unfortunately, many Asian coastal areas already suffer an increasing frequency of typhoons,44

storm surges and rainstorms from the West  Pacific (Webster et  al., 2005). These regional45

experiences apply in the PRD, with the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) expect ing annual mean46

sea-level (M SL) to rise more than 20cm by 2050 (Woo and Wong, 2010). The HKO also report47

that  the frequency of intense rainfall from storms (i.e. typhoons) in the PRD has been48

increasing over the last  50 years (Lee et al., 2010).49

Large cit ies in the PRD’s coastal flood-prone areas (including Hong Kong, Shenzhen and50

Guangzhou), have recent ly experienced coastal and urban surface water flooding. In 2008,51

2009 and 2017, three coastal floods occurred in the Tai O town and other  low-lying areas in52

Hong Kong from storm surges (caused by Typhoons Hagupit , Koppu and Hato respect ively)53

(Chan  et  al.,  2018;  Chan et  al., 2013ab). Intensive rainstorms can quickly exceed urban54

drainage capacity leading to  surface water flooding. In Guangzhou, an intense rainfall55

(99.1mm/ hr) recorded on 7th M ay 2010, resulted in damage to more than 200 vehicles, and56

the main railway stat ion in the city centre being inundated (Zhang and Ouyang, 2011).57

Similarly, more than 400mm rainfall was recorded w ithin 12 hours on 22nd July 2010 in Hong58

Kong, causing three fatalit ies by drowning in the Lam Tsuen River, North New Territories (Chan59

et  al., 2010). Recent ly, on 14 June 2017, Typhoon M erbok caused intensive rainfall of 81mm60

over 24 hours and affected many roads through surface water flooding in Shenzhen (China61

Daily, 2017).62
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There are several interpretat ions and understandings of flood hazard and risk. Hazard is an63

event  or  agent  with  the  potent ial  for  harm  to  vulnerable  systems,  whilst  risk  takes  into64

considerat ion the probability of being exposed to the hazard and the likely damage (losses)65

that  ensue. It  is commonly accepted that  flood hazard differs from flood risk, which measures66

the chance or probability of an expected (flood) event  with the potent ial for negat ive67

consequences for society (Slobodan, 1999). While a hazard may be substant ial, the risk68

associated with it  may be insignificant if there is lit t le chance of being exposed to it .69

Hutter (2006) defined flood risk as a product  of the chance or probability of an expected event70

and the consequences (impacts) associated w ith that  event. Consequences here relate to the71

degree of  harm  suffered by a receptor  (the ent ity that  may be harmed by a flood – such as72

people, their houses and propert ies) during a flood event . On the other hand, flood risk can73

also be understood as the combinat ion of the flood exposure, vulnerability and hazard74

(Samuels, 2006). While the definit ion of flood risk is continuously developing, in this review,75

we also determine flood risk as the combinat ion of hazard, exposure and vulnerability76

(Schanze, 2006; Samuels, 2006; Hutter and Schanze, 2008).77

Flood hazard here is defined through its probability and severity. Among other factors,78

exposure may depend on the populat ion and economy that  may be exposed to f looding79

(Carter et  al., 2013). Vulnerability is considered as the extent  of harm, which is closely linked80

with flood exposure, and the resilience (impact  response and adapt ion response) from the81

flood hazard (Balica et  al., 2012). Susceptibility may be understood as the elements exposed82

within the system, including the relat ive ‘damageability’ of people, property and materials83

during floods (Penning-Rowsell and Chat terton, 1977). For example, suscept ibility may be84

related to the social context of flood damage, such as the level of vulnerable populat ions (e.g.85

elderly people, children and people with disabilit ies) or if any possible measures or tools are86

(e.g. flood risk mapping and flood warning system) available that  could increase or reduce87

flood hazards (Yang et  al., 2018). Resilience in this case, may be understood as the capacity of88

any kind of system, community, society or environment, potent ially exposed to flood hazards,89

to adapt  by resist ing to change, in order to maintain an acceptable level of funct ioning (Pelling,90

2003; Zevenbergen et al., 2020).91

M easures that  may increase resilience can lower vulnerability, such as an adequate level of92

flood protect ion measures, a reduced recovery t ime (so that the city can funct ion and recover93

quickly after a flood event  – e.g. hospitals and temporary emergency accommodat ion), and94

the awareness of, and preparedness to, flooding. A system at  risk is more vulnerable when it95
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is at  higher  exposure, and it  is more suscept ible to its impacts. However, the system will  be96

less vulnerable when the resilience is higher, and exposure is lower.97

Flood risk in the PRD is likely to increase substant ially in the coming decades, and flood hazard98

increases due to climat ic change, such as global M SL r ise, and increasing frequency of storm99

surges and the intensity of rainstorms. In addit ion, the rapid socio-economic t rends such as100

fast  expansion of populat ion and the economy (i.e. assets) have increased the circumstance101

of flood risk such as increasing the flood exposure and vulnerability in the delta during the last102

few decades. The PRD is already subject  to coastal floods from storm surge, high-intensity103

rainfall-enhanced urban surface water or urban pluvial flooding (Chan et  al., 2018; Chan et  al.,104

2013ab; Chan et al., 2012).105

We recognise that  there are several conceptual definit ions of flood risk as discussed above. In106

this paper, we adopt  the conceptualisat ion of Samuels (2006) that  defines flood risk as the107

combinat ion of flood exposure, vulnerability and hazard. This conceptualisat ion is common in108

key literature in the field (see Table 1) including in influent ial works on flood management109

(Carter et  al., 2013; Balica et  al., 2009, 2012; Pelling, 2003; Tapsel et  al., 2002; Penning-Rowsell110

and Chatterton, 1977).111

112

Table 1 is about here113

114

This study invest igates the geography of the PRD and provides a detailed review of the115

previous and current  condit ions of flood risk and the challenges to deliver future flood risk116

management  pract ices in the delta. M ore specifically, this paper also reviewed many grey117

literature and governmental documents (see Appendix 1) to invest igate the current  flood risk118

and challenges, with the aim for further explorat ion of developing long-term flood risk119

management strategies for the PRD, and extending this to other Chinese deltas.120

2. Geography of the Pearl River Delta121

2.1 Geographical aspects of the delta122

The  PRD  is  an  extensive  low-lying  floodplain  of  about  42,800  km 2 at  the mid-south of123

Guangdong Province in southern China, located between lat itude 21°30’N and 23°42’N, and124

longitudes 112°26’E and  114°24’E (see  Figure  1).  It  is the  second  largest  river  delta  in  the125

People’s Republic of China (after the Yangtze River Delta). The PRD is formed by sediment126
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deposit ion  of  the  Pearl  River  and  its three  major  branches,  the  West  River  (Xijiang),  North127

River (Beijing) and East  River (Dongjiang) (Zhang et  al., 2008).128

129

Figure 1 is about here130

131

The channel topography of the PRD is complex with a highly branched, dendrit ic, bifurcat ing132

and coalescing river-network. The hydrology at  the PRD is inf luenced by the interact ion of133

Pearl River runoff and sea t ides from the South China Sea. The PRD is dominated by a sub-134

tropical monsoon climate w ith abundant  precipitat ion. The average annual precipitat ion is135

around 1600 to 2600 mm (Yang et  al., 2010). About  80 % of annual rainfall is dist ributed within136

the wet  season during April to September from the impact  of the East  Asian M onsoonal137

circulat ion. Cyclonic effects, such as typhoons, occur most  frequent ly from June to October138

(Weng, 2007). Land subsidence is a common issue in deltas, with no except ion to the PRD. The139

west part  of the PRD has subsided a metre below M SL (Huang et al., 2004) (see Figure 2). The140

deltaic area is subsiding mainly from compact ion/ decomposit ion of the alluvium sediment141

layer, which contains a large amount  of organic rich M ollisols (Zhang et  al., 2008). These types142

of soil are unstable and widely spread in the PRD. Mollisols may t rigger subsidence from143

cracking and collapsing of the ground. In t he meant ime, expansive soil contains large amounts144

of montmorillonite. These soil (clay) minerals swell and compress with the accumulat ion or145

loss of water. Such mechanism leads to ground cracking and land subsidence in deltaic areas146

(Xu et al., 2009).147

148

Figure 2 is about here149

150

Syvitski et al.  (2009)  reported  that  the Western  PRD will  be part icularly  exposed  to  coastal151

flooding, relat ing to the consequences of land-subsidence. For example, Zhuhai and152

Zhongshan (both are located in the West PRD) have been subsiding. Global sea-level rise and153

land subsidence has caused both extensive submergence and saline-water/ brackish int rusion154

(with salinity from 250 mg/ lit re to over 3000 mg/ lit re). During the dry season every year, the155

freshwater supply to 15 million inhabitants in the region (i.e. Zhuhai, Zhongshan and M acau)156

could be affected by salinity problems for up to six months (Luo et  al., 2007). Lack of good157

quality freshwater available after int rusion has led to huge amount  of groundwater being158
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extracted. The water table is thus further lowered which in turn has again escalated land159

subsidence in the West PRD cit ies (Xu et al., 2008; Li and Damen, 2010).160

161

2.2 Socio-economic development162

The PRD includes 11 cit ies, nine of which (Shenzhen, Dongguan, Guangzhou, Foshan, Jiangmen,163

Zhongshan, Zhuhai, Zhaoqing and Huizhou) are located in Guangdong Province, and two are164

special administ rat ive regions (SARs), Hong Kong and M acau. The region comprises about165

56,000 km 2 land area and in 2010 had a populat ion of 55 million (Yeung, 2010).166

In the late 1970s, the Chinese Government  established and promoted the “ Open door and167

economic reform policy” , aimed to t ransform the region as a manufacturing hub (Lin, 2011).168

One of the core strategies was to develop Shenzhen as a special economic zone (SEZ) in 1980.169

This designat ion gave SEZs a remit  to focus on internat ional t rade, and through tax and foreign170

joint  venture incent ives encouraged st rong foreign investment  in manufacturing (e.g. semi-171

conductors, text iles and food). The SEZ concept  also benefit ted from an advantageous172

geographical location, w ith container ports and well connected logistic (national railway and173

highway) networks (i.e. Beijing – Shenzhen railway) for export ing products (Yeh and Li, 1999).174

The SEZ has posit ively influenced other cit ies in the PRD region in at t racting overseas175

investment  and promot ing internat ional t rade. Hong Kong has played significant  roles in176

developing the PRD as the “ Gate of China” . M any foreign co-operat ions locate their business177

terminals in Hong Kong, because of the st rong link to Britain (and all Commonwealth countries)178

through similar legislat ive and t rading systems under the colonial jurisdict ion. Hong Kong and179

Shenzhen (and the Shenzhen hinterland in East  PRD) are geographically connected, both cit ies180

have forged a mutually beneficial relat ionship as “ front  shop, back factory”  (Yeung, 2011). This181

mechanism works well as Hong Kong provided plenty of capital, skills, business experiences182

and global networks. Shenzhen and other PRD cit ies used to have relat ively cheap labour and183

land available during the early 1980s. According to the Guangdong Provincial Government184

Report  (2006), Hong Kong investors contributed about  80 % of direct  investment  in the PRD.185

The PRD only occupies about  0.57 % of land area, with 4.2% of the total populat ion in the186

country for about 56 million people in 2010. By 2017 , the GDP of the PRD reached over 9,720187

billion Renminbi (RM B – official currency of the People’s Republic of China) with an average188

annual rate of 17.8% increasing from the 1980s (Table 2) (Guangdong Stat ist ics Yearbook,189

2017). Liu et  al. (2018) reported that  the PRD has contributed further  at  about  9.12% of  the190
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nat ional gross domest ic product  (GDP) in 2015 that  accounts for about 30 % of foreign direct191

investment, and some 40 % of nat ional exports.192

Table 2 is about here193

194

The  PRD is known  as the  “ World’s Factory”  and  an  “ economic miracle”  (Shen,  2014).   The195

trend of economic development  is further st rong growth under the Greater Pearl River Delta196

development  plan 2030, with further integrat ion with neighbouring provinces (Cheung 2012).197

As a result , a large labour force was urgent ly required to support  this industrialisat ion and198

development. M igrants from rural China, at t racted by employment opportunit ies, drove the199

expansion of cit ies, which grew rapidly. For example, the populat ion of Shenzhen grew from200

about 0.33 to 7.5 million from 1979 to 2014, more than a 20-fold rise (Shen, 2014). Similarly,201

the populat ion  of  Guangzhou grew  from  about  5.6 to  12 million  people  from  1982 to  2014202

(Zanutt igh et  al., 2015; GD-info, 2014). The total populat ion of the PRD has increased from 0.9203

to 55.2 million from the late 1970s. The UN-HABITAT (2008) noted that  the populous coastal204

cit ies  in  the  PRD  will  further  merge  to  form  mega-metropolis  regions  (e.g.  Hong  Kong  –205

Shenzhen – Dongguan; Guangzhou – Foshan – Zhongshan; Zhuhai – M acau), with the206

populat ion predicted to reach over 120 million by 2050s.207

In the light  of these economic reforms in the PRD, the economy has been largely dominated208

by secondary (manufacturing – text iles and elect ronics) and tert iary (logist ics, tourisms and209

finance) industries, which account  for 47.3 and 50.3 % of the economy respectively. Primary210

sectors (agriculture and aquaculture) have declined significant ly (from 25.8% to 2.4%) within211

three  decades (from  1978  to  2008)  since  the  “ Open Door”  policy was established (Yeung,212

2010). In parallel, landuse in the PRD became heavily urbanised. Agricultural land has been213

converted to industrial, commercial and resident ial areas from 1982 to 2000 for more than214

3374 km 2 (Ouyang et  al., 2006).215

The urban area has expanded by more than 3000 km 2; the urbanisat ion rates in major cit ies216

reach up to 80 to 100 % in 2010s (refer  to Table 2). Rapid populat ion and economic growth217

encourage a large demand  for  land  for  developments in  the PRD. The availability  of  land  is218

scarce, the municipal authorit ies have to convert  agricultural lands, or create new lands by219

coastal reclamat ion. M ore than 10 % of the urban areas in Hong Kong were generated from220

reclamat ion during the 1980s to 1990s (Nicholls, 1995). Recent ly, the Shenzhen municipal221

government  has init iated a large coastal reclamat ion project  for the Qianhai Bay in Bao’an and222
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some areas in the Fut ian coastal wet land, which originally funct ioned as a natural223

conservat ion and flood-storage area (Chan et  al., 2014). The PRD is naturally exposed to large224

storms (cyclones/ typhoons). The region has suffered from sea surges and inundat ions in225

recent  years. Due to on-going pressure of demographic changes, plus the influence of future226

climate change, the likelihood of flooding is increasing.227

228

3. Exploration of flood risk in the PRD229

Flooding is unavoidable in deltas and it  is a natural process due to the geographical (deltas are230

located on floodplains), hydrological and geomorphological condit ions (connected with inland231

rivers, catchment with lake, coast or sea). However the same condit ions in deltas also provide232

flood-prone and thus enriched water storage and agricultural systems (e.g. wet land; paddy233

rice field) (Scholz, 2011). On the other hand, because of the urbanisat ion and development of234

deltas, flood impacts to humans and their propert ies can be badly impacted. The PRD is235

exposed to sub-t ropical monsoons and land subsidence in its coastal flood areas. Since the236

late 1970s, rapid socio-economic development  has further intensified coastal development .237

These combined factors have likely exaggerated flood risk in the PRD. In the following sect ions,238

we examine in more detail, the flood hazard, exposure and vulnerability (sect ion 3.1) and the239

consequent increasing f lood risk in the region (sect ion 3.2).240

241

3.1 Review of flood hazards and impacts in the PRD242

In this review, we adapt the framework on understanding flood risk by Samuels (2006):243

Flood risk = Flood (Hazard x Exposure x Vulnerability). Thus  flood risk can be understood as244

the product  of the flood hazard, the assets (magnitude and value) that  are exposed to that245

hazard, and their vulnerability. Uncertaint ies and risks also associated w ith the “ resilience”246

as it  helps us to understand the ability to “ resist”  when exposed in flood events. In this247

sect ion, we w ill provide our crit ical review on each item as the subsect ions as follow.248

249

3.1.1 Review of flood hazard250

One of the main elements for understanding flood risk (Schanze, 2006) is flood hazard which251

could be understood as the probability of flood occurrence, with a potent ially damaging effect252
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for  a  given  t ime  period  and  locat ion  (Koks et  al., 2015). Vulnerability is caused, in part , by253

anthropogenic changes to the deltaic zone, inter-connected with the coastal and fluvial254

system. Flood exposure indicates the degree of predisposit ion of the PRD suffering from flood255

hazard including inland and coastal f looding (Balica et  al., 2012). The PRD is located in a sub-256

tropical climat ic zone and influenced by sub-t ropical monsoonal or cyclonic effects (typhoons,257

surges and intense rainstorms) every summer (M ay to September) (Zhu et  al., 2003). This258

means the delta (its inhabitants and economic assets) is exposed to inland (fluvial and urban259

surface water) and coastal flood hazards.260

261

3.1.2 Review of flood exposure262

Fluvial floods frequent ly occur from the upper st ream of the three major t ributaries of the263

Pearl River, and inland flood hazard is primarily related to rainstorms. About  80 % of annual264

rainfall is dist ributed during the wet  season (M ay to September), and is above 2000 mm in265

this period (Chan et  al., 2018). The peak discharge accumulated in the Pearl River Basin and266

flows into the South China Sea via the PRD. PRD coastal cit ies including Guangzhou, Foshan,267

Zhongshan and Dongguan are located in the western, northern and eastern areas of the Pearl268

River Estuary that  also suffers from this fluvial flood hazard (Figure 1). For example, a269

devastat ing flood event in 1915 with a 1-in-200-year return period, was the worst fluvial flood270

event  in the PRD, result ing in large-scale, month-long precipitat ion in the middle and upper271

parts of North and West  Pearl Rivers. Floodwater overtopped and breached riverbanks and272

levees. Guangzhou, at  the out let  of the three t ributaries,  was inundated for seven days and273

suffered widespread damage. M ore than 935,000 ha of farmland were damaged, 100274

thousand people were killed or injured, and some 6 million homes were lost  (Chan et  al., 2014).275

M ore recently, over the period of 8 th to  17th June 1994, fluvial flooding occurred in t he276

northern PRD (North River area) after an intense rainstorm (> 600 mm precipitat ion) from277

Typhoon Russ, with 102 deaths, 2000 injuries, and the inundat ion of more than 9,000 villages,278

23,000 houses and 100,000 ha of farmland. Total economic loss was 3.2 billion RMB (at  1994s279

rate) in Foshan and Northern Guangzhou (Wong and Zhao, 2001). Embankments and dykes280

along the North River collapsed, prompt ing quest ions about  whether exist ing flood protect ion281

measures can meet  future needs. Other fluvial flood events that  caused riverbank and levee282

breaches due to excessive precipitat ion occurred in 1931, 1949, 1982 and 2006 in the PRD283

(Zhang et al., 2011a).284
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Intense precipitat ion affects populous cit ies in the region, part icularly during the typhoon and285

rainstorm period that  may possibly overload the urban drainages. The rate of urbanisat ion of286

the PRD cit ies is high (Table 1), and rural land has frequent ly been converted for urban use.287

These cit ies are highly reliant  on their urban drainage systems to offload peak discharges.288

M ost  of the lands and roads have been converted to concrete; the hydrological funct ions of289

soil-water percolat ion and absorpt ion are largely diminished. Typhoons and large magnitude290

sub-tropical rainstorms often affect  several cit ies at  once in the PRD. That  means surface291

flooding can occur across mult iple cit ies (across the East  and West  of PRD) during typhoon292

(enhanced rainstorm) or torrent ial rainstorm event . These rainstorms are normally above293

100mm/ 24hr w ith some reaching 300-500mm/ 24hr (see Table 3) and occur frequent ly (once294

or  twice per  year).  Such general PRD figures however, mask the variat ion across the region295

and for individual cit ies.296

297

Table 3 is about here298

299

Typhoon and torrent ial rainstorms in the PRD, more easily cause severe surface water flooding300

in cit ies because rapid urbanisat ion and development  have decreased the t ime needed to301

produce high surface runoff, to the extent  that  land drainage systems cannot  cope with the302

urban stormwater discharge. For instance in Shenzhen, the runoff coefficient  increased by303

13.4% and the maximum flood discharge increased 12.9% on average (from 1980 to 2000) (Shi304

et  al., 2007). Low-lying, poorly drained areas or  districts in these cit ies are likely to be more305

frequent ly exposed to surface water flooding or waterlogging.306

The intensity and areal coverage of the rainstorm is large and somet imes affects mult iple cit ies307

simultaneously. For example, during the period of 7 th to 14t h M ay 2010, rainfall intensity of308

100mm/ 24hr (1-in-5 year event) was recorded and t riggered waterlogging in Shenzhen on 13 th309

M ay 2014. That event caused economic damages of more than 80 million RM B, and led to the310

evacuat ion of approximately 3,000 people with more than 25,000 people affected in some311

way (Figure 3). For the same storm, the cit ies of Dongguan, Hong Kong and Guangzhou were312

also heavily impacted (peak rainfall reached f 99.1mm /  hour in Guangzhou and over 500mm313

was recorded for the week, approximately a quarter of annual rainfall). Four towns and314

dist ricts were inundated in Dongguan, causing 8 casualt ies according to the Dongguan315

municipal water bureau. Sever surface flooding also occurred in towns of Yuen Long and316
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Sheung Shui in the low-lying flood prone areas of the North New Territories, Hong Kong (Liu,317

2014). On 7th M ay 2010318

319

Figure 3 is about here320

321

The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) (the government meteorological inst itut ion of Hong Kong322

Special Administ rat ive Region (HKSAR)) typically reported more than 1,700mm of rainfall from323

M ay to September in Hong Kong, Shenzhen and the East  PRD. They also found that  the return324

period of intense rainstorms (mainly over 100mm/ hr) has shortened from 37 years to 19 years325

over the last  century (Lee et  al., 2010). The intensity of short -term (hourly) intensive rainfall326

has increased from 110mm to above 140mm from 1984 to 2010, a trend projected to cont inue327

according to the HKO who expect  the annual precipitat ion and extreme rainstorms to increase328

over the next  century. Hong Kong has recorded heavy rain (with more than 200 mm/ 24hr)329

during the wet season every year since 2000, which increases the number of flash f loods and330

poses a major problem for urban drainage systems. M ore than 400mm precipitat ion (about331

20 % of the average annual rainfall) was recorded w ithin 12 hours on the 22nd July 2010 w ith332

a flash flood causing three deaths in the Lam Tsuen River Catchment , a flood prone area in333

the North New Territories of Hong Kong (Chan et al., 2013a; Chan et  al., 2010).334

Intensive rainfall is a key factor for increasing inland flood hazards, part icularly for urban335

surface water flooding or waterlogging (which happens when rainwater does not  drain away336

through the normal drainage systems or soak into the ground consist ing of most ly concrete337

or tarmac surfaces but  flows over the ground instead) (Environment Agency, 2014). This338

suggests that  exist ing drainage systems cannot  cope with the rate of urban development.339

Local drainage system in older towns have often not  been replaced as large areas have been340

rendered impermeable under rapid urbanisat ion. Severe waterlogging and urban fluvial341

flooding occur because surface runoff and current  drainage/ river channel capacit ies are342

insufficient  to carry intense peak discharge from rainstorms (Chan et  al., 2018; Chan et  al.,343

2013a). As a result , large populat ions and their assets are becoming more exposed and344

vulnerable to inland f loods (refer to Table 3).345

The PRD is also  vulnerable to  and  suffering from  coastal  flooding.  M ore than  3,720 km 2 of346

coastal land has been affected by land subsidence, part icularly in M acau, Zhuhai, Zhongshan,347

Shenzhen and Guangzhou. Subsidence can be t riggered by (human-induced) construct ion on348
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M ollisol soils, which are of ten unstable with an organic rich profile, have a calcareous base349

and become saturated easily (Xu et  al., 2009). Rapid urbanisat ion has forced municipal350

governments to undertake reclamat ion to meet huge demands. It  is not iceable that  the351

provincial government  has established a regional coastal development  plan 2030, and further352

implemented  a large reclamat ion  project  in  the ent ire  PRD estuary  bay area (M a, 2012).  In353

some areas, reclamat ion has extended the coast line 1 km seawards in the last  decade (Hay354

and M imura, 2006). Unfortunately, most  reclaimed land has been converted from coastal355

wet lands (i.e. mangroves), which acted as a buffer to seawater int rusion and provided356

hydrodynamic at tenuat ion of the t idal cycles (Hoozemans et  al., 1993). Reclamat ions also357

modify estuarine morphology, by int roducing dry land where previously only wetland existed,358

which may likewise affect  t idal dynamics in the PRD (Zhang, 2009). Recent  research359

demonstrated that  mean sea-level r ise in the PRD has risen by 26mm per decade from 1954360

to 2009, with a significant  increase during the 1990s (Zhang et al., 2011b) (Figure 4).361

362

Figure 4 is about here363

364

Woo and Wong (2010) further projected that the sea-level would rise some 200 mm by 2050s.365

That potent ially will expose more than 2,000 km 2 of coastal low-lying areas to t idal inundation366

in the PRD. Storm surges driven by typhoons Hagupit  and Koppu in 2008 and 2009, and also367

the recent typhoon Hato in August  2017, inundated the low-lying coastal areas in Hong Kong368

(e.g. Tai O town in Lantau Island, Lei Yu M un in the East  Kowloon and Heng Fa Estate in the369

Hong Kong Island), with over 100 propert ies in both events. Typhoon Hato caused 16370

causalit ies (drown from the coastal flood) and 153 w ere injured in the PRD cit ies including371

M acau, Zhuhai, Zhongshan, Dongguan, and Guangzhou. (USA Today, 2017). Forty-one storm372

surges of  two  to  three  metres were  recorded  in  the  PRD from  1991  to  2005  (Zhang et  al.,373

2011b). The HKO recorded over 10 surges higher than 1.5 metres from 1954 to 2009 in Hong374

Kong alone (HKO, 2013). Typhoon Wanda in 1962 was a part icularly severe event  that375

generated a surge reaching over four metres average M SL (Yim, 1996). In the PRD, populous376

cit ies such as Hong Kong are exposed to coastal and inland flooding; typhoons may enhance377

an intense rainfall and surge all at  once in some occasions. Likewise, the majority of total378

populat ion of 7.5 million in Hong Kong is set t led in flood prone areas, which are dist ributed379

about 24 % of the total land use of the city. The urbanisat ion rate is 100 % of these developed380

(resident ial  and  commercial)  areas (Yeung, 2010),  which  means the city  is highly  reliant  on381
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drainage to offload flood discharges. Urban drainage systems have to handle substant ial382

hydrological discharge from surface runoff since a rapid landuse change occurred by383

urbanisat ion.384

Under intensive rainstorms and high tides, some low-lying and poorly drained areas are385

frequent ly affected by the combined effect  of coastal and pluvial flooding (see Table 4). High386

t ides cause seawater backlash to submerge urban drainage out lets and reduce the drainage387

ability thus compounding surface water flooding or waterlogging in urban areas. For example,388

coastal  pluvial  flooding was enhanced  by  Typhoon  Utor,  with  a  surge  at  +4.0  M SL plus an389

intense rainstorm with 166.7 mm/ 24hr in July 2001 in Sheung Wan (major business district  in390

Hong Kong).391

392

Table 4 is about here393

Rapid and on-going development  means that  an increasing number of people and their394

economic assets are likely to be influenced by flooding (Jongman et  al., 2012). Several regional395

development reports forecast that the PRD will have a populat ion of about 60 million by 2030,396

and 120 million by 2050 (M a, 2012, Cheung 2012, Canton, 2011). The PRD now is a huge397

economic hub (ranked 4th in total GDP and economic power in East  Asia). The delta now has398

iconic features on socio-economic developments, such as the internat ional f inancial and399

logist ics centres in Hong Kong (e.g. the Hang Seng Stock M arket Exchange – top 5 stock market400

globally, internat ional ports and airports), Shenzhen (e.g. high technological development401

centres, Shenzhen stock market  and internat ional port ), Guangzhou (e.g. large vehicle402

factories, international ports and airports) and M acau (tourism).403

Other PRD coastal cit ies (e.g. Zhuhai, Zhongshan, Foshan and Dongguan) are all developing404

rapidly, and offering large powerhouses of industrial product ion (e.g. manufacturing); and405

support ing roles of economic development . Some advantages such as providing budgetary406

office  space  (on  rental  costs compare  to  HK,  GZ and  SZ),  cost  of  employment,  etc.  These407

features are t ight ly aligning with the major hubs from Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hong Kong408

(the major financial centres in the PRD) and integrated with the logistics and other services in409

the PRD (Liu et  al., 2013). Therefore, the increasing growth of populat ions and assets are410

current ly protected by various st ructural and non-st ructural measures that  are part  of the411

flood  management  strategy.  Conversely,  some  of  them  have  none  or  only  limited  flood412
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defence and control measures, and the exposed populat ions are more often subject  to inland413

and coastal floods with the consequent  disrupt ion, economic losses and loss of life.414

The hydrology and geography of some of the PRD’s coastal cit ies is complex due to its deltaic415

nature (i.e. major out lets of three main tributaries of the Pearl River). For example, more than416

1300 urban channels (with the total length of 5597km) can be found in Guangzhou (Pan  et al.,417

2010). M ost of them are connected w ith the South China Sea, thus t he city is fully exposed to418

fluvial and coastal flood risks during the wet  season (Zanut t igh et  al., 2015). The costs of419

construct ion and maintenance for such large waterfront  areas (i.e. riverside and coasts) by420

hard-engineered measures is massively expensive (i.e. 1 km of sea cost up to 10 million Euros).421

Therefore, the costs of upgrading the infrastructure is about  7-10 million Euros per km for the422

1-in-100 year f lood protect ion standard from the Dutch experience (Jonkman et  al., 2013). GZ423

Water  (2014)  reported  that  less than  4% of  Guangzhou  (in  terms of  the city’s land  area)  is424

protected to at  least  1-in-100 year flood frequency. Unfortunately, most  flood-prone areas425

(about  77%) are protected  only  for  the 1-in-20  year  standard  or  below  (see Table 5).  M ore426

importantly, the drainage of many urbanised dist ricts and areas (i.e. Tianhe, Liwan, Baiwan,427

Haizhu, in Guangzhou) are current ly engineered with less than a 1-in-10 year protect ion level428

(Chan et  al., 2014). Therefore, some old towns or  districts are protected only for  1-in-1 year429

standard according to the current  drainage plan of the M unicipal Governments in the Delta,430

and st ill  yet  to upgrade the system (Xia et  al., 2017; Zhang and Ouyang, 2011), meaning the431

resilience of urban flooding is rather inadequately low. In light  of frequent  typhoons and432

rainstorms, coastal and fluvial flood measures with low protect ion level are vulnerable and at433

risk to be breached (Zhang et al., 2013). Urban surface water flooding/ waterlogging occurs434

because the exist ing urban drainage system cannot  cope with the peak discharges.435

Astronomical expenditure is required to improve much of the infrastructures to safer436

standards (approximately 52 billion UK Sterling, equivalent  to 520 billion RM B in Guangzhou).437

The current  urbanizat ion rate (in excess of 82%) means that  a large and diverse urban438

populat ion has spread over across the city boundary already with possible addit ional439

economic implicat ions for infrast ructure improvement . Flood defences by hard-engineered440

approaches alone are therefore perhaps not  economically sustainable under foreseeable441

climat ic and socio-economic changes.442

443

Table 5 is about here444

445
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446

3.1.3 Review of flood vulnerability447

For the f lood vulnerability, Hallegatte et  al. (2013) has warned that  PRD’s coastal  cit ies like448

Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hong Kong are highly vulnerable. (Guangzhou now is ranked at  the449

most  vulnerable city exposed to flooding, Shenzhen is ranked the ninth and Hong Kong ranked450

as the 20th for the global vulnerable coastal cit ies).451

A review of current  FRM  and climate change adaptat ions approaches in the region shows that452

tradit ional engineering approaches are st ill popular (Chan et  al., 2018). No part icular pract ices453

and measures are proposed to address vulnerability other than engineering infrast ructures.454

Authorit ies in the region, which have not  fully evaluated exposure and vulnerability455

(susceptibility and resilience). Assessments of the number of people that  have been affected456

(i.e. casualt ies and injured) and their economic losses (i.e. farms, fishponds, etc.) by previous457

flood events are not  w ithin the public domain. Currently, there are lacking informat ion on458

suscept ibility, e.g. no focus on vulnerable groups like disabilit ies and elderly people before,459

during and after flooding. Chui et al. (2006) reported that  the Hong Kong and Shenzhen flood460

management  authorit ies have adopted advanced flood modelling tools for evaluat ing inland461

and fluvial (including urban channels) flood hazards. Unfortunately, this informat ion is not462

available to the public (Chan et  al., 2012). The public seems unable to check flood risks from463

flood informat ion and prepare for  a flood. Developers are not  obliged to consider  flood risk464

before they submit  the new development  plans, which means more new buildings may be465

located on reclaimed riverine waterfronts and floodplains (e.g. Lok M a Chau Loop in the New466

Territories, Hong Kong) (Chan et  al., 2014; Chan et  al., 2013a). Without  further improvements,467

the PRD cit ies are expected to become more vulnerable to flooding. The Guangzhou municipal468

government  disputes such findings. Nevertheless, as we discussed above, evidence indicates469

that  Guangzhou, Shenzhen and other coastal cit ies in the PRD are increasingly suffering from470

surface water, coastal and fluvial flooding.471

Furthermore, the urbanised areas have diversely developed all along the coasts in the PRD.472

Large reclamat ion projects, as the South coast  of Guangzhou, West  coast  of Shenzhen, East473

coast  of Zhongshan, M acau and Zhuhai, et c. for the future regional development of the PRD474

Bay Area, will be implemented to sat isfy the increasing demand of populat ion growth475

(Guangdong Province Housing & Urban – Rural Department , 2011). We argued that  future476

flood exposure in the PRD and its coastal cit ies will cont inuously and rapidly increase (UN-477
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HABITAT, 2008), where more people and their propert ies are expected to be located on the478

low-lying  flood  prone  or  newly  reclaimed  areas  that  are  more  exposed  to  mult iple  flood479

hazards, and vulnerable in the deltaic environment.480

481

3.1.4 Review of flood resilience482

The definit ion of “ resilience”  was int roduced by Holling (1973), and there are many483

interpretat ion of this term, popularly resilience to be understood as, a systems ability to484

resume  funct ionality  in  the  wake  of  a  perturbat ion  (M cClymont  et  al.,  2020).  There  are485

significant  contribut ions reducing flood risk and uncertaint ies, we st ill witnessed frequent  and486

severe floods occurred, and enhanced serious consequences, and flood resilience is an487

essent ial element  in the FRM  nowadays.  Samuels et  al. (2010) indicated that  social dimension488

is vitally important  as floods cause harms to human and caused risk, so as caused conflicts489

with human developments and act ivit ies, the social dimension on resilience that  the ability of490

resist ing floods or remaining unchanged on the systems. These will be helpful for491

implement ing the st rategies of flood recovery and adaptat ion approaches to deal with flood492

risk. Indeed, Zevenbergen et  al. (2020) also indicated that  the FRM  is gradually shift ing from493

a t radit ional to a more resilient  approach. In this review, we have only ident ified the494

frameworks of resilience on “ Engineering resilience”  (using resilient  construction design and495

technologies to adapt  and reduce the probability of failure from floods); “ Resistance”  (using496

flood protection such as flood embankments, seawall, floodwall, channelisat ion, etc.);497

“ Ecological resilience” (the ability of  the system to enhance quick recovery after  floods) and498

“ Socio-ecological or Adaptive resilience”  (enhance persistence learning and adapt ive capacity499

transformat ion).500

In this study, we have found that  there is no guidance on flood recovery measures (e.g. clean501

up propert ies scheme, home return st rategies after floods, public health guidance after floods,502

etc.) that  means the ability of  bounce back and recover  from floods are current ly lacking via503

the case of previous coastal floods in the PRD (Chan et  al. 2014). Whilst , we also found that504

the engineering resilience is rather low, as most of the PRD cit ies (e.g. Shenzhen, Guangzhou,505

etc.) only equipped at  1-in-1 to 1-in-5 years return period protect ion levels on their land506

drainage or urban drainage measures (Chan et  al., 2018, Chan et  al., 2013). Currently, there is507

lacking of flood risk mapping and relat ive information available to the communities in the PRD508

cit ies, so as private insurers also hesitate to offer insurance package and premiums to clients,509
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especially for the areas that  have been f looded severely (e.g. Tai O town, Hong Kong; Lo Wu,510

Shenzhen, M acau, etc.) (Lo et  al., 2020; Chan et al., 2018).511

512

3.2 Upcoming challenges on flood risk in the PRD513

Based on the reviewing of flood hazard exposure and vulnerability in the last  sect ion (3.1),514

flood risk is increasing due to social (i.e. potent ial demographic changes) and natural (i.e.515

climat ic changes) factors.516

The PRD is a densely populated area that  is home to more than some 50 million inhabitants;517

with an est imated GDP of USD 690 billion (the GDP per capita is much higher than the PRC’s518

nat ional average). The socio-economic development  is growing st rongly, and it  is expected519

that  the populat ions and GDP will increase at  least  two-folds w ithin the next  few decades520

(Hanson et  al., 2011). Large developments have been located on low-lying and flood-prone521

coastal cit ies along the PRD estuary that  are connected to wet lands (areas should be naturally522

flooded). The municipal and provincial authorit ies have made efforts to mit igate exposure and523

vulnerability. However, these approaches are too much dependent  on t radit ional flood524

control (hard engineering) measures, which may not  be enough to address actual flood risk.525

We have found that  in the PRD, large coastal areas do not  have enough protect ion and less526

than 10 % of the coastal areas are protected against  events with 1-in-50 years return period527

or by bet ter resilient  measures (Yang et  al., 2014). Some municipal governments (e.g.528

Guangzhou and Hong Kong) have init iated some plans to address climate change and improve529

flood measures. Guangzhou would like to improve their urban drainage protect ion level to530

reach a more resilient  or  higher  protect ion level improving up to 1-in-10 to 1-in-20 years by531

2030.532

However, these projects will not  be completed overnight, so the city will cont inue to suffer533

the risk of surface water flooding into the next two decades. Swiss Re (2014) has undertaken534

a research study to est imate current  risk from natural hazards in urban areas across 616 cit ies535

globally. Their results showed the PRD ranked top among all metropolitan areas due to the536

size of populat ion that  will be potentially affected by storms, storm surges and river floods537

(Table 6).538

Table 6 is about here539

540
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For  the  PRD,  Swiss Re  (2014)  est imated  the  potent ial  economic value  of  working days lost541

(relat ive to  its nat ional  economy) by river  and coastal  flooding. A large metro  populat ion  is542

unable to  reach  work  during river  and  coastal  flood  events.  In  this respect,  the PRD area is543

ranked the highest  for  the value of  working days lost  by storm  surges. The economic losses544

(by the value of working days lost) could reach up to 1 – 2 % of the region’s annual GDP for a545

(urban inland or coastal) flood event  generated by st rong typhoons. Zhang (2009) projected546

whether a sea-level rise of 30cm occurs by 2030, then a 1-in-100-year storm surge event547

would inundate over 80 % of the delta, with an est imated one million homes f looded, and548

economic losses exceeding 232 billion RM B.549

In  fact ,  more  than  86  % of  the  PRD coastal  area  are  current ly  relying  on  flood  protect ion550

infrastructures (dykes and embankments, etc.), of which only a limited proport ion could551

withstand a 1-in-100-year event. We do not  disregard the role of hard engineering measures,552

since the PRD region has used dykes and river channel diversion for flood protect ion since the553

M ing Dynasty (about AD 15th century) (Weng, 2007). Current  engineering measures evidently554

were shown as insufficient  to mit igate the increasing flood risk (hazards, high exposure and555

vulnerabilit ies) in the region, specifically in the urbanised coastal estuarine areas exposed to556

mult iple flooding.557

Alarmingly, recent  st rategic planning of Guangdong’s regional government addresses neither558

exist ing flood risks nor the possible effects of future climat ic change. Ng (2012) crit icised the559

fact  that  regional climate change adaptat ions are current ly st ill under-developed across the560

PRD, where only Hong Kong has completed the “ Climate Change Feasibilit y Study”  in 2010 by561

the Government. Even that  study was targeted at  the public consultat ion level (with rather562

lower  part icipat ion  level)  (EPD,  2010).  The  pract ice  has  only  offered  rather  limited563

considerat ion of implement ing policies to address inland and coastal flood issues. Past564

(coastal flood) events have also shown that  no single inst itutions is specifically responsible for565

coastal flood mit igation.566

In Hong Kong, the Drainage Service Department  (DSD) mainly deals with inland flood problems.567

Two surge-led coastal flood events (by Typhoon Hagupit  and Koppu) further illust rated ad hoc568

approaches that  are not  based on st rategic long-term plans that  can take into account  climate569

change project ions. Zhou and Cai (2010) noted other PRD coastal cit ies; also do not  address570

coastal flood risk and climate change adaptat ions issues (i.e. integrate climate change571

project ions into their FRM ). Yang et  al. (2014) and Chan et  al. (2014), for example, note that572

the Guangzhou and other municipal governments in the PRD have not  addressed climate573
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change in the current  FRM  policies (i.e. 13 th- Five year’s development  plan) and pract ices574

(Nat ional Flood management protocol and Guangzhou Integrated Water Resources575

M anagement Plan (2005 – 2030), etc.) (GZ Water, 2014). Other evidence shows that there are576

currently lacking relevant  f lood management  policies at  all spat ial levels (regional, provincial,577

municipal, towns and dist ricts). Thus, the municipal governments have yet  to integrate with578

spat ial planning (see Appendix 1, for relevant  documents used in this review) in the PRD,579

which indicates a lack of responsive act ions to address climate change (i.e. adaptat ions) in the580

exist ing FRM  pract ices (Chan et al., 2013ab).581

While other adaptat ion and response measures are st ill undeveloped, there is lack of582

emergency cont ingency plans and st rategies, specifically target ing for social vulnerable groups583

– e.g. elderlies and disabilit ies, post-flood aid/ support  schemes and flood insurance programs.584

Integrated FRM  approaches incorporat ing “ soft ”  protection measures such as flood warning,585

risk-mapping and post-flood cont ingency/ emergency plans are important  to address586

vulnerability and improving resilience. Such findings are similar in Hong Kong, Shenzhen,587

Guangzhou and other PRD coastal cit ies in this study, as current  flood management  is st ill588

highly focused on a one-dimensional approach based on t radit ional engineering (as discussed).589

We demonstrated that  flood risk is increasing in the PRD by using the flood risk framework590

(refer to Table 1). Accordingly, inland and coastal flood hazards are increasing by incessant591

urbanisat ion and climat ic change.592

Flood exposure and vulnerability are increasing according to the findings on more intensive593

rainstorms (HKO, 2013), global sea-level rise (IPCC 2013; IPCC 2007), and frequent  typhoons594

during the summer season (Chan et  al., 2013ab). In the meant ime, large coastal set t lements595

and their assets cont inue with more than 42.4 million people exposed to flood risk (Swiss Re,596

2014). The suscept ibility is high, and the resilience is st ill  low, due to  factors such as lack of597

pract ices of post-flood recovery and arrangements, and the current  urban pluvial flood598

protect ion standards (i.e. land drainage system) is low (between 1-in-1 to 1-in-5 years return599

periods in the PRD cit ies) as discussed in sect ion 3.1 previously (Chan et  al., 2014) (see Table600

7).601

Overall, we emphasise that  the PRD and its cit ies are facing tough challenges, with a lack of602

holist ic FRM  policy exist ing against  a canvas of increasing exposure and emerging climate603

change threats.604

605
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Table 7 is about here606

607

608

4. Conclusions and recommendations609

The PRD is a coastal region with a large population that  has become a global hub of socio-610

economic act ivit ies. Cit ies w ithin the delta w ill further integrate w ith nearby metropolis (e.g.611

Hong Kong-Shenzhen-Dongguan, Guangzhou-Foshan-Zhongshan, M acau-Zhuhai), to exhibit  a612

populat ion of over 120 million by 2050 (UN-HABITAT, 2008).613

Rapid populat ion growth and high-flying economic performance also mean that  the region is614

exposed to inland and coastal flood impact  risks. Climate change and sea-level rise enhance615

the likelihood of intensive rainstorms and storm surges delivered by the Western Pacific and616

sub-t ropical cyclonic effects (e.g. typhoons and sub-t ropical storms). Climate change, ext reme617

rainfall, surges and sea-level rise will increase the potent ial occurrence of flooding (hazard).618

Large populat ions and their assets will be exposed to flooding, especially the low-lying urban619

and populous areas/ cit ies.620

In this review, we have demonstrated that flood risk has escalated in the PRD (Table 7). It was621

found that  the region suffers from limited implementat ion of inclusive st rategies addressing622

flood risk (and its components hazard, exposure and vulnerability). Evidence suggests623

tradit ional “ hard”  engineered flood protect ion measures remain a favourite opt ion although624

they are pract iced in a disjoint  manner (understandably, as hard infrast ructures are st ill625

important  to reduce flood hazard and exposure and increase resilience).626

However, the PRD is large and it  is extremely cost ly to build highly resilient  flood measures to627

protect  a  large  coastal  flood  prone  area  (Table  6).  The  governments  are  keen  to  pract ice628

mit igation of flood risk, which current ly is not  economically sustainable. The flood hazard629

exposure is increasing in the PRD and its populous coastal cit ies, against  a backdrop of630

unabated rates of populat ion and economic growth, emphasising how integrat ion of climate631

change adaptat ion and more sustainable flood risk management  pract ices can be tackled.632

For the way forward, we recommend that  FRM  pract ices such as land use planning, awareness633

building and post-flood recovery measures are improved to enhance resilience and lower634

flood risks. In terms of governance and policy arrangements, we part icularly suggest that the635

government  should consider establishing deltaic management  pract ices across the delta.  We636
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find that  current ly act ion on flood hazard exposure and vulnerability in the PRD lacks any637

climate change adaptat ions. We suggest  collaborat ion between the Central/ Nat ional638

Government in Beijing, the Guangdong Provincial Government and all municipal governments639

of the PRD cit ies to legislate the regional flood risk management  plans regarding the effects640

from large-scale storms and typhoons. We have found that  the effects on climate change and641

flood hazards normally are not affect ing solely one city in the PRD, but could damage several642

cit ies in the same event, which may prove problematic, as sea-level rise, extreme rainstorms,643

surges and typhoons w ill visit  the PRD more frequent ly. We recommend that  the644

meteorological departments and bureaus in the PRD share metrological data (e.g. rainfall,645

storm t racks, pressure, etc.) and that  the governments may further develop bet ter flood646

warning and meteorological t rack systems to improve flood awareness, preparedness and647

prevent ion against  flood disasters and mit igate flood risk.648

The  increasing flood  risk  in  cit ies of  PRD,  is not  the  result  of  climate  change  per  se,  but  is649

combined with the rapid urbanisat ions and developments since the late 1970s. The way that650

cit ies in PRD were developed, have not  been considered intensively in addressing urban floods651

and climate change issues. Unsustainable urban development  causes adverse reduct ion of652

natural adapt ive capacity (e.g. soil-water infilt rat ion) to cope with stormwater and urban653

discharges. Tradit ional engineering infrast ructures and approaches are not  sufficient  t o cope654

with the current  situat ion, also with future uncertaint ies. Thus, we also recommend here that655

the governments should co-ordinate and develop a st rategic “ soft ”  flood risk management656

that  encourages decreased vulnerability and integrates FRM  with urban planning and climate657

change adaptation. We encourage the inclusion of these integrated governance arrangements658

and policy improvements, as these pract ices have yet  to be implemented in the PRD. These659

suggest ions should be useful to mit igate flood risk in the PRD and to be adopted in other deltas660

elsewhere, part icularly in Asia facing similar issues of increasing flood risk affected by the661

pressure of urbanisat ions, socio-economic developments and climate change.662
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Appendix 1. Relevant grey literature documents on flood risk management, urban planning and877

climate change issues in the PRD 	878
Categories -

Policy

document

Year Document Types of

floods

Location Highlights Publisher/

Publishing

organisation

Flood risk

management

2014 Guangzhou

Water White

Paper

Fluvial,

pluvial

and

coastal

flooding

Guangzhou Emphasising t he

importance of f lood risk

mit igat ion in Guangzhou

in all kind of flooding

Guangzhou

municipal

water bureau

Flood risk

management

2013 Flood Defence

and Rainwater

Discharge Plan

(2010-2020)

(FDRD)

Fluvial,

pluvial

and

coastal

flooding

Guangzhou Strengthening flood

defence infrast ructure,

prevent ing t he loss of

t ide and rainwater

discharge

Guangzhou

municipal

water bureau

2012 Overall Plan of

Guangzhou

Rainwater

Discharge

System(2008-

2020)(RDS)

Fluvial

flooding

Guangzhou Rainwater discharge plan Guangzhou

municipal

water bureau

2007 Canals and

Waterways

Renovat ion

Program 2005-

2020 (CWR)

Fluvial

and

Pluvial

flooding

Guangzhou Canals dredging,

maintanance of r iver

channels, environmental

and ecological

enhancement ,

waterlogging and urban

discharge

Guangzhou

municipal

water bureau

2011 Drainage

Service

Department

Annual Report

of 2010–2011

Fluvial

and

Pluvial

flooding

Hong Kong Overall strategies on

current  flood risk

management  in Hong

Kong

Drainage

Service

Department ,

HK Govt .

2010 ADVICE NOTE

NO. 1:

(APPLICATION

OF THE

DRAINAGE

IM PACT

ASSESSM ENT)

Pluvial

flooding

Hong Kong Technical guidance on

drainage standard and

instruct ions of urban

drainage const ruct ion

Drainage

Service

Department ,

HK Govt .

2006 The

development of

a

comprehensive

flood

Fluvial

and

Pluvial

flooding

Hong Kong  Overview of t he flood

management strategies in

Hong Kong

Drainage

Service

Department ,

HK Govt .
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prevent ion

strategy for

Hong Kong

2001 Drainage

M aster

Planning for

Land Drainage

Flood Control in

Hong Kong.

Fluvial

and

Pluvial

flooding

Hong Kong Overall strategies on

current  flood risk

management, the level of

urban flood protect ion

and drainage standard

improvement in Hong

Kong

Drainage

Service

Department ,

HK Govt .

2019 Shenzhen flood

management

plan

Fluvial ,

coastal

and

Pluvial

flooding

Shenzhen Overal strategies on

current  flood risk

management plans in

Shenzhen

Shenzhen

M unicipal

Water Bureau

2015 Zhongshan

flood prot ect ion

and prevent ion

plan

Fluvial,

coastal

and

pluvial

flooding

Zhongshan  Flood disasters

prevent ion and

preparedness in

Zhongshan city

Zhongshan

M unicipal

Water Bureau

2018 Dongguan flood

protect ion plan

Fluvial

and

Pluvial

flooding

Dongguan  Addressing urban floods

and other pluvial floods

issue in Dongguan city

Dongguan

M unicipal

Water Bureau

2017 Foshan

Drainage

control

guidance

Pluvial

and

urban

floods

Foshan Providing drainage

guidance and informat ion

in Foshan city

Foshan

M unicipal

Water Bureau

2015 Zhuhai flood

prevent ion and

protect ion plan

Pluvial,

fluvial

and

coastal

floods

Zhuhai Flood disasters

prevent ion and

preparedness in Zhuhai

city

Zhuhai

M unicipal

Water Bureau

2016 M acau flood

management

plan

Pluvial

and

inland

urban

floods

M acau Rainwater and

stormwater management

and urban floods

strategies

M acao

government

(iacm.gov.mo)

Urban

planning

2017 Guangzhou

Sponge City

Plan2016-2030

Fluvial,

pluvial

and

urban

floods

Guangzhou Integrat ing urban flood

risk management by t he

establishment of Sponge

City program and

adopt ed t he landuse

planning strategies

Guangzhou

municipal

urban Planning

Bureau

2016 Guangzhou

M aster Plan

2010-2020

Fluvial,

pluvial

and

urban

floods

Guangzhou Overall rural and urban

development, w hich

concentrates on

economic development,

land uses, and

infrast ructure

construct ion, etc

Guangzhou

municipal

urban Planning

Bureau

2005 Guangzhou

M aster Plan

2000-2010

Fluvial,

pluvial

and

urban

floods

Guangzhou Overall rural and urban

development in

Guangzhou, w hich

concentrates on

economic development,

land uses, and

infrast ructure

construct ion, etc. in the

city

Guangzhou

municipal

urban Planning

Bureau

2016 Foshan water

maangement

plan under the

13-5 planning

strategies

Urban

floods

Foshan Urban planning and

water management

issues

Foshan

municipal

urban planning

and water

bureau

Climate

Change

2010 Sea-level r ise

and storm

surge—impacts

of climate

Coastal

floods

Hong Kong

and

Shenzhen

Bay areas

Overall st rategy about  the

climate change on sea-

level r ise

Hong Kong

Observatory
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change on Hong

Kong.

2010 Agreement No.

CE 45/ 2007

(EP): A St udy of

Climate Change

in Hong Kong—

Feasibility

Study.

All flood

issues

related

to

climate

change

Hong Kong General guidance on

climate change including

all aspects, such as urban

temperature, energy,

housing and wate r issues,

but indicated some

suggestoins on

addressing fut ure floods

that  related to climate

change

Hong Kong

Govt .

Environmental

Protect ion

Department

879


